Since its first appearance in 1990, the Journal of Democracy has established itself as a leading voice in discussions of the problems and prospects of democracy around the world. The Journal explores in depth every aspect of the establishment, consolidation, and maintenance of democracy, including political institutions, parties and elections, civil society, ethnic conflict, economic reform, public opinion, the role of the media, federalism, and constitutionalism. It covers not only practical political matters but also questions of democratic theory and culture.

In addition to publishing articles on every inhabited region of the world, the Journal features reviews of important books on democracy, reports on recent elections, excerpts from speeches by leading democrats and democratic dissidents, and news about the activities of pro-democracy groups worldwide. The Journal’s authors include eminent social scientists and historians, statesmen and leaders of democratic movements, and renowned intellectuals. While maintaining the highest scholarly standards, it is written and edited for the general reader as well. A truly global publication, the Journal attracts both authors and readers from all over the world.

In 2006, the Journal discussed the prospects of democracy in the Arab world (with Oussama Safa, Barry Rubin, Steven Cook, and Mark Tessler, Mansoor Moaddel, & Ronald Inglehart—January); examined the diversity of electoral systems worldwide (with Adeed Dawisha, Larry Diamond, Andrew Reynolds, Jih-wen Lin, and Richard Soudriette and Andrew Ellis—April); addressed the reform of intelligence communities in democratizing countries (with Steven C. Boraz and Thomas C. Bruneau, Mikhail Tsyypkin, Kenneth R. Dombroski, and Steven E. Phillips—July); and analyzed the political implications of Latin America’s many recent elections (with Hector E. Schamis, Eduardo Posada-Carbó, Arturo Valenzuela and Lucia Dammert, Cynthia McClintock, Matthew Cleary, and Christopher Sabatini & Eric Farnsworth—October). The issues of 2006 also included an article on the relation between strong legislatures and democratic consolidation by M. Steven Fish (January); an examination of identity, immigration, and democracy by Francis Fukuyama (April); assessments of the Hamas victory in the Palestinian parliamentary elections by Khalil Shikaki and Riad Malki (July); and a study of the spread and influence of constitutional courts by Donald L. Horowitz (October).
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Selected essays originally published in the *Journal of Democracy* have been collected into a series of books edited by Marc F. Plattner and Larry Diamond, and published by the Johns Hopkins University Press. *Journal of Democracy* books and articles are used widely in university courses on political science, international affairs, and sociology. The newest volume in the series, *Electoral Systems and Democracy* (edited by Marc F. Plattner and Larry Diamond), appeared in late 2006. The next volume in the series will address *The State of India’s Democracy*, and will appear in 2007. Published *Journal of Democracy* books include:

- **Electoral Systems and Democracy** (2006)
- **Assessing the Quality of Democracy** (2005) (Edited by Larry Diamond and Leonardo Morlino)
- **World Religions and Democracy** (2005) (with Philip J. Costopoulos)
- **Islam and Democracy in the Middle East** (2003) (with Daniel Brumberg)
- **Emerging Market Democracies: East Asia and Latin America** (2002) (Edited by Laurence Whitehead)
- **Democracy after Communism** (2002)
- **Political Parties and Democracy** (2001) (Edited by Larry Diamond and Richard Gunther)
- **The Global Divergence of Democracies** (2001)
- **Globalization, Power, and Democracy** (2000) (Edited by Marc F. Plattner and Aleksander Smolar)
- **The Democratic Invention** (2000) (Edited by Marc F. Plattner and João Carlos Espada)
- **Democratization in Africa** (1999)
- **Democracy in East Asia** (1998)
- **Consolidating the Third Wave Democracies** (1997) (with Yun-han Chu and Hung-mao Tien)
- **Civil-Military Relations and Democracy** (1996)
- **The Global Resurgence of Democracy, 2nd ed.** (1996)
- **Economic Reform and Democracy** (1995)
- **Nationalism, Ethnic Conflict, and Democracy** (1994)
- **Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy Revisited** (1994)

The *Journal of Democracy* is published quarterly by the Johns Hopkins University Press in January, April, July, and October. Subscriptions are $37 per year for individuals and $122 for institutions. Subscribers in Canada and Mexico add $7.50 for postage; those outside North America add $13.00 for air freight. For further pricing information, including online subscriptions, please visit our website at www.journalofdemocracy.org.

To subscribe, send a check or money order in U.S. dollars to The Johns Hopkins University Press, Journals Division, 2715 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218-4363, Tel: (800) 548-1784, Fax: (410) 516-6968, or visit www.press.jhu.edu/journals/subscribe.html.